
Storyboard    Red= Still need to get footage/sound for. Green= Have it just need to add in  

Visuals Shot type Audio 

Gill filling up kettle and turning on 
Gill talking about tea  
Kettle  
Gill talking about biscuits  
 

mid shot  
mid shot  
close up 
mid shot 

Natural sounds 
Diegetic dialogue 
Natural sound 
Diegetic dialogue 
 

Gill toiling with Richard 
Richard sat in chair  
Gill folding clothes 

Close up  
Close up 
Mid shot 

Background music track 
and voiceover 
throughout  
 

Titles   Background music  

Gill making tea talking about carers 
Kettle boiling 
Pouring milk  
Taking tea to Richard 
 

Mid shot 
Close up 
Over the shoulder 
Full shot 

Diegetic dialogue  
Natural sound 
Natural sound 
Diegetic dialogue 

Gill putting Richard in wheelchair 
Interview with Gill 
Still photo one 
Interview with Gill 

Full shot 
Mid shot 
 
Mid shot 

Voiceover 
Diegetic dialogue 
 
Diegetic dialogue  

Gill straightening Richards collar   
Sally talking into camera (set up shot for 
sequence) 
Sally interview one- with 7 second name 
strap 
Still photo two (change to one of Sally and 
Richard)  
Sally interview one  
 

mid shot  
Mid shot 
 
Mid shot 
 
Mid shot  
 
Mid shot 

Voiceover  
Voiceover  
 
Diegetic dialogue  
 
 
 
Diegetic dialogue 

Books 
Gill interview two (books)  
Still photo three 
Gill interview two (books)  
Still photo four 
Gill interview two (books)  
Still photo five 
Gill interview two (books)  
 

Close up 
Mid shot  
 
Mid shot 
 
Mid shot 
 
Mid shot 

Voiceover  
Diegetic dialogue 
 
Diegetic dialogue 
 
Diegetic dialogue 
 
Diegetic dialogue 
 
 
 

Gill helping Richard up from the chair  
Gill pushing Richard 
Gill talking about using wheelchair  

Full shot 
Full shot 
Full shot 

Voiceover at end 
Voiceover 
Diegetic dialogue 



 
 
 
 

Gill pushing Richard  
Gill talking  
Gill putting Richard to bed 
 

Full shot 
Full shot 
Full shot 
 
 

(Cutaway shot) 
Diegetic dialogue 
Diegetic 
sound/Voiceover 
towards the end  
 

Alison and Gill stairs 
Alison and Gill walking out 
Alison and Gill crossing road  
Alison interview – name strap 7 seconds 
Still photo six 
Alison Interview 
Still photo seven 
Alison Interview 
Gill coming downstairs into the garden  
Gill interview about garden 
Gill tidying up the shed 
Gill raking 
Houses (Cutaway) 
Gill wandering in the garden (Cutaway) 
Leaves being raked 
Gill talking in Garden  
Garden    
Gill in garden  
Flat window and stairs 
Gill in garden  
Home video of Gill and Richard talking at 
garden party  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Upshot 
Over the shoulder 
Full shot 
Mid shot 
 
Mid shot 
 
Mid shot 
Full shot 
Mid shot 
Mid shot 
Full shot 
Upshot with pan 
Full shot 
Close up  
Mid shot 
Full shot 
Mid shot 
Mid shot 
Mid shot 

Diegetic sound 
Diegetic sound 
Diegetic sound 
Diegetic dialogue 
 
Diegetic dialogue 
 
Diegetic dialogue 
Voiceover  
Diegetic dialogue 
Voiceover 
Diegetic dialogue 
Diegetic dialogue 
Diegetic dialogue 
Diegetic dialogue 
Diegetic dialogue 
Diegetic dialogue 
Diegetic dialogue 
Diegetic dialogue 
Diegetic dialogue 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


